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Sustainability „...is a development, which
fulfills the present needs without risking
that future generations cannot fulfill their
own needs...“.

Brundlandt-Report, UN, 1986

1.Sustainability

S = D x T x V x I

1.Sustainability
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1.Sustainability

S = D x T x V x I

Money is not a natural law, 
but a convention, like a marriage contract or

club rules…

1.Sustainability
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Indicators:

Life span, knowledge, 
standards of living

Human Development Index 
(HDI, 1997)

Corrected by positive and 
negative factors (homework, 
defensive costs).

Index for sustainable
economic welfare (ISEW)

Considers life expectancy, 
education and income

Index of human 
development
(UNDP, 1999)

21 key factorsIndex of ecological
sustainability
(World economic forum)

Area that is needed for
resources / emmissions of a 
country

Ecological footprint
(Wackernagel and Rees , 
1996)

1.Sustainability

780 Bill. US$ of military expenses a year

Ressource: http://www.osearth.com/resources /wwwproject/index.shtml

Expenses in US$/Year:

Alternative energy (solar) 50
Debt- relief 30
Land erosion 23
Health / Aids control 21
Under-/Malnutrition 19
Housing 16
Demographic development 11
Drinkable water 10
AcidRain 8
CO2 Effect 8
Nuclear weapons 7
Forest-protection 7
Immigration 5
Alphabetization 5
Ozone layer 5
Democratization 2
Landmines elimination 2

Costs for a better world:

229 Bill. US$

1.Sustainability
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„The last beings to comprehend the nature of 
water, are fish“

1.Sustainability

B. Lietaer, 2000
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Two ways to understand the
„nature of water“:

•Specialist perspectives
•Integrative systemic view

2.Systemstheory

What is a systemic view
and why is it important?

F. Vester, 2002

•From outside to inside
•Feedback loops
•Growth-independant
•Interconnections
•Fuzzy Logic

2.Systemstheory
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2.Systemstheory

T.R. Malthus

An Essay on 
the Principle
of Population

as it affects the future
Improvement of society

1789

Oxford University Press

2.Systemstheory
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D. L. Meadows et al.

The Limits of Growth

1973

New York, 
Universe Books

2.Systemstheory
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The money-system is also
a (sub-) system:

•From outside to inside
•Feedback loops
•Growth-independant
•Interconnections
•Fuzzy Logic

3.Finance from a systemic view

Money-system is also
a (sub-)system:

•Capital market
•Derivatives
•Currency-market
•Stocks

•Services and goods

3.Finance from a systemic view

Dissociation
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Money-system is also
a (sub-)system:

•Capital market
•Derivatives
•Currency-market
•Stocks

•Services and goods

3.Finance from a systemic view

Dissociation

Money-system is also
a (sub-)system:

• Functions of money

• National Monopoly

• Fiat-currency

• interest

• Supply-profil:

• Non-neutral

storage

exchange control

reference

3.Finance from a systemic view

scarcity

sufficency abundance
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Money-
system

?
?

3.Finance from a systemic view

Short-
term

In-
stability

Social-
capital

GrowthIncome
Money-
system

3.Finance from a systemic view
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Instability:

•Lack of international standard

•Creditsystem is procyclical

Short-
term

In-
stability

GrowthIncome
Money-
system

Social-
capital

3.Finance from a systemic view

What would happen, if we trade
with 1 Meter and
link it to the weather condition? 

•Volatility
•Bank- and currency-crisis
•Social adaptation-costs
•Decline of investments

Short-
term

In-
stability

GrowthIncome
Money-
system

Social-
capital

3.Finance from a systemic view
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External factors:
technology, 

demographic
Internal factors:
asymetric information, 
self destructiveness
Inventory cycle

Money-system 
is procyclical

Money-system 
is not stabil

investment

credit

business

3.Finance from a systemic view

Short-
term

In-
stability

Social-
capital

GrowthIncome
Money-
system

Why are we forced to grow? 

3.Finance from a systemic view
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Short-
term

In-
stability

Social-
capital

GrowthIncome
Money-
system

Why are we forced to grow? 

• Capital, Labour, Energy
• Credit-creation

3.Finance from a systemic view
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Years

Short-
term

In-
stability

Social-
capital

GrowthIncome
Money-
system

Why are we forced to grow? 

• Capital, Labour, Energy
• Credit-creation
• Limited options

Total investment

Total interest

3.Finance from a systemic view
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How does a tree perceive time?

Short-
term

In-
stability

Social-
capital

GrowthIncome
Money-
system

• linear, irreversible, short < long-term

• share-holder debate (interest-rate, DCF)

3.Finance from a systemic view

Physical
reality
tree
metaphor

costs: 10€

costs: 10€ € 100
€

1000

€ 168.903,82

Financial investmentwith interest rate

Financial investmentwith anchorage due

Currency with a positve interst rate of 
5% per year

Currency with an anchorage due of 5% 
per year

Demurrage

Value calculatedas from
today:

Value calculatedas from
today:

€ 61,39
€ 7,60

€ 167,02

10 years

100 years

3.Finance from a systemic view
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Physical reality
tree metaphor

costs: 10€

costs: 10€ € 100
€ 1000

€ 168.903,82

Financial investment with interest rate

Financial investmentwith anchorage due

Currencywith a positve
interst rate of 5% per 

year

Currency with an anchorage due of 5% per 
year

Demurrage

Value
calculated as 
from today:

Value calculatedas from
today:

€ 61,39
€ 7,60

€ 167,02

10 years

100 years

3.Finance from a systemic view

Physical reality
tree metaphor

costs: 10€

costs: 10€ € 100
€ 1000

€ 168.903,82

Financial investment with interest rate

Financial investment with demurrage

Currencywith a positve
interst rate of 5% per 

year

Currencywith an 
demurrage of 5% per 

year

Value
calculated as 
from today:

Value
calculated as 
from today:

€ 61,39
€ 7,60

€ 167,02

10 years

100 years

3.Finance from a systemic view
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Short-
term

In-
stability

Social-
capital

GrowthIncome
Money-
system

Why do those, who have enough
do get more and more?

3.Finance from a systemic view

Why do those, who have enough
do get more and more?

• Income-disparity:    

(Globalization, technology, „the
winner takes all“, self serving
CEO)

• Dissoziation: no 
empowering of  development
(K. Galbraith „ vicious circle of 
masspoverty – „circle of 
richness“)

3.Finance from a systemic view

top 20%

bottom 20%

top-bottom 20% ratio
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Short-
term

In-
stability

Social-
capital

GrowthIncome
Money-
system

What keeps a society together?

• Solidarity, trust, responsibility, 
cooperation

• However: Selection of specific
behaviors (greed, anxiety, envy, herd-, 
competitive behavior)

3.Finance from a systemic view

B. Lietaer, 2000

• The money-system is a non-neutral
system

• The money-system is not sustainable
itself

• Immanent instability

• Obligation to grow

• Short-termism

• income discrepancy

• Erosion of social capital

Short-
term

In-
stability

Social-
capital

GrowthIncome
Money-
system

3.Finance from a systemic view
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1. Sustainability

2. Systemstheory

3. Finance from a systemic view

4. Method used

5. Proposed solutions

6. Time for a change

Prognosis

Today

Scenario II

Scenario I Scenario III

Scenario IV

Future

A scenario is the description
of a plausible situation in the

future, which is used to
identify new opportunities,

threats and relevant options.

From prognosis to scenarios

Scenario V

Scenario VI

4. Method used
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What are the
driving factors

in the
future?

Key factors

How could these
key factors

develop in the
future?

Future projections

What are
plausible and 

koherent
Szenarios ?

Scenarios

How are the
scenarios

interconnected?

Future space

4. Method used

77 Cluster- and 
Coherence-
analysis : 22

6 Szenarios 3 out of 6 meet
sustainable

standards

How to develop scenarios?       SCMI©

Influence
Matrix

The 5.852 dependencies of 
all Factors were evaluated by 

an influence matrix.

4.Method used

20 key-factors with 3 
possible future projections 

make already
3.486.786.401 Combinations
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4. Methode used

Regu-
lation

Strategies

Strategiescooperative

competitive

Deregu-
lation

S4: parallel

worlds
S2: Freedom, 

that raised
borders

S1: Corporate 
world

The tide lifts
all boats

S5: global 
sustainability

S6: Anti globalization

Scenario 6:
Anti globalization

Scenario 4:
Parallel worlds

Scenario 2:
Freedom, that raised

borders

Scenario 5: 
Global sustainability

Scenario 3:
The tide lifts all boats

Scenario 1:
Corporate world

Szenarioblock 3:

Conscious steering

Scenarioblock 2:

Navigation in the
rapids

Scenarioblock 1: 

Deregulation trend
continues

4. Method used

„more of the same“
„market dominant,
some regulation“

„regulation dominant,
some market“
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Szenarioblock 3:

Conscious steering

Scenarioblock 2:

Navigation in the
rapids

Scenarioblock 1: 

Deregulation trend
continues

4. Method used

TNC dominate and shape the 
economic development based on 
the global financial markets.

Protectionism among internally 
deregulated trading blocks

Open markets limited by 
international organisations

Open markets limited by local 
civil organisations

Selective regulation leading to 
network cooperations on all 
levels

Massive regulations leading to a 
slowdown of the global economy

Scenario 6:
Anti globalization

Scenario 4:
Parallel worlds

Scenario 2:
Freedom, that raised

borders

Scenario 5: 
Global sustainability

Scenario 3:
The tide lifts all boats

Scenario 1:
Corporate world

Szenarioblock 3:

Conscious steering

Scenarioblock 2:

Navigation in the
rapids

Scenarioblock 1: 

Deregulation trend
continues

4. Method used
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4. Method used

Administration

Globale  Balance

Technology

Ecology

Solving political conflicts

Economic Liberalization

Partizipation

S1: Corporate 
world

S2: Freedom, 
that raised

borders

S3: The tide
lifts all boats

S4: parallel

worlds

S5: global 
sustainability

S6: Anti
globalization

Brundtland-Criteria:

Sustainability ranking of Szenarios:

Scenario 6:
Anti globalization

Scenario 4:
Parallel worlds

Scenario 2:
Freedom, that raised

borders

Scenario 5: 
Global sustainability

Scenario 3:
The tide lifts all boats

Scenario 1:
Corporate world

Szenarioblock 3:

Conscious steering

Scenarioblock 2:

Navigation in the
rapids

Scenarioblock 1: 

Deregulation trend
continous

4.Method used
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1. Sustainability

2. Systemstheory

3. Finance from a systemic view

4. Method used

5. Proposed solutions

6. Time for a change

Money-
system

•Instability
•Obligation to grow
•Short-termism
•Income discrepancy
•Erosion of social capital

conventional
Options

complementary 
Options

5. Proposed solutions

Changes within the
Financial architecture

Extension of the
Financial 
architecture
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Money-
system

•Instability
•Obligation to grow
•Short-termism
•Income discrepancy
•Erosion of social capital

conventional
Options

complementary 
Options

5. Proposed solutions

•Cooperation
•Institutional reforms
•Risc-allocation
•Participation
•Microcredits
•Taxation
•Anticorruption
•Asset strategy
•Corporate Governance
•Human capital funds
•………….

Local
complementrary
currencies
….

Indirect

Indirect

Complementary solutions:

•Local complementary currencies

Principles:

• interest-free

• mutual credits

real goods and services

• cooperation and peer

control

• Chaordic-Principle

5. Proposed solutions

USA + Canada

UK

Benelux

Germany + 
Austria 

Other Europe 
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Elsewhere

Japan

Argentina

Other Europe 

Italy

Germany +
Austria 
France

Benelux

UK

Australia

New Zealand

USA + Canada
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Money-
system

•Instability
•Obligation to grow
•Short-termism
•Income discrepancy
•Erosion of social capital

conventional
Options

complementary 
Options

5. Proposed solutions

•Cooperation
•Institutional reforms
•Risc-allocation
•Participation
•Microcredits
•Taxation
•Anticorruption
•Asset strategy
•Corporate Governance
•Human capital funds
•………….

Local
complementrary
currencies
….

Indirect

Indirect

antiinflationary , 

anticyclical, credits

social costs , Regionalization

Financing source

1. Sustainability

2. Systemstheory

3. Finance from a systemic view

4. Method used

5. Proposed solutions

6. Time for a change
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„The debate on the future of money
is not about inflation or deflation, fixed or

flexible exchange rates, gold or paper
standards, but about the kind of society in 

which money is to operate?“

G. Simmel, 1901

6. Time for a change

S = D x T x V x I

The money system is a mighty, 
but the most neglected instrument

within the sustainability debate

6. Time for a change

sustainability
demography

technology
values

institutions


